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Roebuck Residents Association
Represent c380 households (c1,000 constituents) across
Larchfield / Farmhill / Mt Carmel / Friarsland area. Border
entire eastern perimeter and majority of the southern
perimeter of the Central Mental Hospital site.
Great sense of community, which we’re proud of!

COVID friendly Santa visits our neighbourhood!

Green Thumbs up!

Contactless Spooky halloween
walk!

Existing Infrastructure overloaded
Hawthorn
52 Units

Shell Garage
43 Units

(EXCLUDING CMH Development) over 1,400 Units (within c500m of Roebuck RA Area)
delivered since 2018 / with planning / in planning. Existing Infra already creaking.
“Rat Runs” through Roebuck RA area already present dangers to families.

Trimbleston 2
113 Units
OLG
698 Units

CMH
1300 Units

Schools

Fernbank
262 Units

Luas already at capacity, given population growth further along line (full trams pass
regularly at peak times), and latest BusConnect plan reduces bus serving Windy Arbour
by 60% and Goatstown Road by 33% (peak times)
Significant waiting lists for Schools, GPs, etc

Vector
239 Units

Nurseries
30 Units

Dundrum & Goatstown Road traffic regularly at standstill

Rosemount
44 Units

Anneville
13 Units

Sites (in Red) delivered since 2018 / with planning / in planning
within c500m of Roebuck Area (in Blue)

Over 2,700 units

New Busconnect Routes
(overall reduction in service)

Issues perceived by Roebuck RA
We acknowledge development will happen on CMH Site, and that working collaboratively with the LDA will secure
the best outcome for all.
However, Roebuck RA have very real concerns;
•
•
•

Overall density of site - in context of the existing suburban area with over 1,400 Units delivered since 2018 /
with planning / in planning, an additional 1300 units is inappropriate without significant infrastructure
upgrades. Zoned ‘inst’ for 300-600. Shanganagh LDA site - level density would be 600-800 units.
Height & scale of development, again in context of existing suburban area 14 story structures are
inappropriate. 5/6 stories could be more appropriate.
Traffic - Existing rat runs (e.g. Larchfield / Mt Carmel / Taney / Rosemount) already dangerous (child knocked
down last year). Additional traffic makes situation worse. Holistic solution required, rather than adding fuel
to already lit fire.

Most concerning of all is the sadly lacking “engagement” process being run by LDA. Fabulous shiny drawings,
however they’re not listening to us. We feel we’re being “railroaded”.
We believe solutions can be found for first three issues, however this will never happen without a collaborative,
solution focussed approach by LDA, something that we perceive is sadly lacking.

Inappropriate scale of Proposed Development

View from Rosemount Green

View from Friarsland

Very significant visual impact on surrounding suburban landscape
Arial View from HX46
View from Lynams
View from Farmhill
Images are interpretations based on current information made
available by LDA

Traffic (specifically rat run) concerns
Schools (in Blue) Vs Rat Runs (in red)

CMH Site

Dundrum
Rd

Roebuck RA
Area

Goatstown
Rd

Taney Rd

Creating access through Rosemount onto Mt Carmel / Friarsland (in red above), right onto an existing dangerous rat
run on a blind corner will just increase the risk to our families.
There needs to be a holistic solution that improves the existing problems whilst facilitating the new development

We’re trying to be part of solution!
Roebuck RA are of view that working collaboratively with LDA will secure the best outcome for all. So, we;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wrote to LDA in Sept 2020, outlining concerns and making suggestions
Met with LDA in Oct 2020, outlining same concerns and suggestions (some info provided by LDA)
Wrote to LDA in Jan 2021 posing questions
Wrote to LDA several times in Feb 2021, requesting written responses to correspondence of Sep 2020 & Jan
2021, explaining context behind request.
Submitted request for info under the Access to Enviro info Regs (given failure by LDA to provide answers)
Met with LDA to outline our concerns (some info provided by LDA)
Made three reasonable asks of LDA (which have been side-stepped)
Attempted to reach out informally to LDA team (to be told that they were “busy”)
Again made three reasonable asks of LDA (to which we have received no response)

Trying to engage collaboratively with LDA in a solution oriented manner, however not being reciprocated by LDA.
Based on LDA actions, we perceive key decisions already made and that we are being “railroaded” through box
ticking process masquerading as engagement exercise with the aim of producing something that works for the LDA,
and not our communities.
The currently proposed development will create legacy issues - Roebuck RA (and others) and DLR CoCo will be left
to deal with the aftermath for years to come.

Our Ask

That LDA push the pause button and re-engage with Roebuck RA in a solution-based
manner to produce a development that assists in solving existing issues, rather than
creating new ones.

And if that requires significant amendments to design / development scale / access, or an increase in scope to address existing issues
then so be it.

Appendix

Key Message
We acknowledge that development will happen on the Central Mental Hospital site in the
coming years, however we expect that this development will fit within, and enhance, our
existing communities. The current proposal does neither. We are very concerned that it will
be detrimental to our well-established close-knit community build over the last 70 years.

Our Objectives for this development are:
• To protect our families: We want quieter roads, not an exacerbation of the existing rat-runs.
• Appropriate development: 4/6 story blocks mid site, with 2/3 story houses at the edges is appropriate.
• Diversity in housing: Our area needs elderly/downsizer housing, family housing, a mix of owner occupiers
and social housing.
• Proper infrastructure: Given the lack of public investment in past years, Luas, transport, roads, schools,
healthcare, childcare and recreational space are all at capacity. There is no room for this development at the
scale proposed.

